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R

egarding the selection of the legislative representatives, the
elective system is the system that most democratic
organizations have adopted. It has become so present
nowadays that we take for granted the identification between
elective system and representative democracy. But is this
identification a correct one? I argue that it is not, since the
meaning oI ¶UHSUHVHQWDWLYH GHPRFUDF\· KDV QR UHIHUHQFH WR D
specific mode of selection of the representatives. And, since
democracy and other methods of selection are compatible, it
should adopted the best one. The criteria of competence for the
exercise of the political power ought to be the adopted method of
selection, for it is the best one. I too argue that, in the context of
division of labor into public and private labor, this is precisely
what public representation aims: to leave to the experts the
exercise of public labor.
I
Democracy and Elective System
Democracy without elective system
Usually, two identity propositions are thought to hold true:
that (representative) democracy is identical with elective system
and that meritocracy is identical with aristocracy. But such
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identity propositions, I argue, are false: a system of government
can be both democratic and non-elective, on the one hand, and
can be both meritocratic and non-aristocratic, on the other hand.
More specifically, I argue that a system of government can be
both democratic and meritocratic, i.e., a meritocratic democracy.
I will start with the first of those two identity propositions:
there is no identity (or any conceptual relation) between
democracy and elective system. This claim divides itself in two
more particular claims: i) the concept of (representative)
democracy does not entail the concept of elective system;; ii) the
concept of elective system does not entail the concept of
(representative) democracy.
For now, I will focus on i): it is (conceptually) possible for a
system to be democratic without it to be elective. In order to
support this claim, I will use the traditional distinction between
ownership and exercise of political power.
A system of government is democratic if (and only if) the
people owns the political power: democracy is a system that
concerns the ownership of power. The opposite concept is the
concept of aristocracy: not all (only a few) own the power.
)ROORZLQJ $ULVWRWOH·V IDPRXV UHPDUNV LQ Politics, the criteria of
identification of a system of government in respect to the
ownership of the political power is merely quantitative: if it is
universal (in a given society), the system is democratic;; if it is
particular (in a given society), the system is aristocratic.
Qualitative criteria concerns, not who owns the power, but
how it is exercised1. Nevertheless, there is still some
quantification involved, concerning not who exercise power but
  

Although some authors, such as Max Weber, have argued the possibility of
legitimacy coming from the exercise of power.
1
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who benefits from that exercise: the good exercise of power is
the one that benefits (or keeps in mind the interests of) all (it is
exercised for the people, one might say);; the bad one is the one
that only benefits (or keeps in mind the interests of) some. In
VRPH VHQVH RIWKHZRUG¶GHPRFUDF\·GHPRFUDF\ KDVWRGRZith
the good exercise of power.
But, differently from democracy, the elective system is
FXUUHQWO\ XVHG DV D PHWKRG RI VHOHFWLRQ RI WKH SHRSOH·V
representatives: it does not concern those who own but those
who exercise the power which belongs to the people. On the one
hand, representative democracy presupposes the distinction
between ownership and exercise: those who exercise the political
power are not (all) those who own it. On the other hand, in some
VHQVH RI WKH ZRUG ¶GHPRFUDF\· UHSUHVHQWDWLYH GHPRFUDFLHV DUH
not democratic (the power is not being exercised by the people,
one might say), unlike direct democracies.
In spite of that, the elective system is not specifically about
who exercises the political power: that problem is supposed to be
solved when one says that only a few, not all, exercise the power
which belongs to the people. It concerns specifically how those
few, the representatives, are selected. Whenever the power is
connected with only a few, one needs a way of selecting those
few from the domain of candidates.
Therefore, it is (conceptually) possible for a system to be
democratic without it to be elective: one just has to think in direct
democracies. But, of course, that is not the point: when one
thinks in the conceptual link between democracy and the elective
system, one is thinking in the concept of representative
democracy. So, why does not the concept of representative
democracy entail the concept of elective system?
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%HFDXVH VHYHUDO PHWKRGV RI VHOHFWLRQ RI WKH SHRSOH·V
representatives, besides election, are conceivable. For example:
lot (sortition) is historically the most adopted method of
selection, still used in some (developed) countries (namely, to
select the members of the jury in a court of law). If one is looking
for a theoretical justification, David Van ReyEURXFN·V Against
Elections: The Case for Democracy is a contemporary defense of
sortation as a method of selection of the political representatives
(moreover, as the method of selection).2
But there are more. Let us divide the rest of them into two
groups: a) the representatives are freely chosen;; b) the
representatives are selected according to a specific criteria.
Election by vote and nomination belong to a). In the first case,
those who are being represented choose their representatives. In
the second case, someone else (i.e., not the people as a whole)
FKRRVH WKH SHRSOH·V UHSUHVHQWDWLYHV 6R QRPLQDWLRQ LV DOVR D
conceivable mode of selecting representatives. Regarding b),
there are intrinsic and extrinsic (to the activity) criteria: in the first
case, representatives are selected according to their competence
for the job;; in the second case, selection can be made according
to age, gender, economic power, social status, etc..
For the theorist of representative democracy following a kind
of authorization GHILQLWLRQ RI ¶SROLWLFDO UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ·
representative democracy indeed entails elections because
political representation is a sui generis one: it distinguishes itself
IURP RWKHU IRUPV RI SXEOLF ´UHSUHVHQWDWLRQµ SUHFLVHO\ EHFDXVH
the selection of the representatives takes place through the
  

'DYLG 9DQ 5H\EURXFN·V Against Elections: The Case for Democracy, trans. Liz
Waters (London: The Bodley Head 2016).
2
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elective system (in each election, voters grant the necessary
authorization for the representatives to decide on their behalf).
But I think this position reverses the direction of the
relationship: it is not the case that we have come to the
conviction that political representation entails voting by virtue of
WKH GHILQLWLRQ RI ¶SROLWLFDO UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ· WKH WUXWK LV WKDW WKH
´GHILQLWLRQµRI¶SROLWLFDOUHSUHVHQWDWLRQ·KDVDFFRPPRGDWHGLWVHOI
to the settled conviction that political representation entails
election by vote.
7KHPHDQLQJRIWKHSKUDVH¶SROLWLFDOUHSUHVHQWDWLRQ·ZKLFKKDV
EHFRPH SRSXODU GRHV QRW FRLQFLGH ZLWK WKH ´FRUUHFWµ RQH WKH
XVH RI WKH ZRUG ¶SROLWLFDO UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ· KDV GHYLDWHG IURP LWV
pure meaning precisely because of the widespread social
acceptance of the thesis that election is the only way to select
political representatives.
Some argue that the way in which the people still decide in a
representative system is through the selection of representatives:
hence, representative democracy entails election by vote. But with
the mechanism of representation those represented have nothing
to decide: all their decisions are made by their representatives.
That is why we have representation in the first place.
Another argument that can be put forward in favor of the
conceptual connection between representative democracy and
elective system consists in the following: if those who are being
represented decide that they will be represented, they also choose
who represents them.
But to have freedom to decide (to do something) does not
imply having freedom to choose (what is done). One can decide
that there is representation without the choice of representatives
being at her disposal: the fact that the granting of ´SRZHUVµ RI
representation to a person is the subject of a decision does not
227
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mean or imply that the selection of that person as a
representative is also the subject of a decision.
Elective system without democracy
The claim that the concept of (representative) democracy
entails the concept of elective system is falsified by the fact that
WKHUHDUHVHYHUDOPRGHVRIVHOHFWLQJWKHSHRSOH·VUHSUHVHQWDWLYHV
But about the claim that the concept of elective system entails the
concept of (representative) democracy?
First of all, the concept of elective system does not entail the
concept of democracy: it is possible for a system to be elective
without it to be democratic. Just think in the elective system as a
method of attributing the ownership of the political power to only a
few. Historically, this corresponds to what has been called
¶HOHFWLYH DULVWRFUDF\· $QG , WKLQN WKDW LV SUHFLVHO\ ZKDW WKH VR
FDOOHG¶OLEHUDOGHPRFUDFLHV·DUH,QWKHZRUGVRI&ROOLQ%LUG
« LW LV ZRUWK QRWLQJ WKDW WKH DVVRFLDWLRQ RI GHPRFUDF\ Dnd election is
relatively recent: from antiquity until roughly the eighteenth century,
political theorists more often associated voting and election with elitist
IRUPVRIUXOHOLNHROLJDUFK\RUDULVWRFUDF\ « From this classical point of
view, what we now often identify as a form of democratic rule is better
described as a kind of elective aristocracy, in which political elites,
organized as political parties, compete for votes in regularly held elections.
There is therefore scope for debate about how democratic competitive
party politics really is.3

  

C. Bird, An Introduction to Political Philosophy (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press 2006), p. 203.
3
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David Miller reinforces this view. While commenting on
0RVFD·VDQG6FKXPSHWHU·VHOLWLVWWKHRU\RIGHPRFUDF\WKHDXWKRU
says that:
This is strong stuff, and what it really entails is that the best we can hope
IRULVZKDWLVVRPHWLPHVFDOOHG¶HOHFWLYHDULVWRFUDF\·ZKHUHDOOWKDWFDQEH
asked of the ordinary citizen is that she should be able to recognize people
who are competent to make decisions on her behalf (and to vote them out
of office if they prove not to be).4

With this, it is not just the (conceptual) possibility of having
elected aristocrats that is being affirmed: it is being asserted that
the elective system entails aristocracy. Even when the elective
system is allegedly being used to select those who will exercise the
political power owned by all, it is really being used to cover an
aristocratic system: there is no de facto possibility of election of the
representatives in a democratic system, even if this is de jure
conceivable.
I agree with Mosca when he says that:
:KHQ ZHVD\WKDWWKHYRWHUV¶FKRRVH·WKHLUUHSUHVHQWDWLYH ZHDUHXVLQJD
language that is very inexact. The truth is that the representative has himself
elected by the voters, and, if that phrase should seem too inflexible and too
harsh to fit some cases, we might qualify it by saying that his friends have him
elected. In elections, as in all other manifestations of social life, those who
have the will and, especially, the moral, intellectual and material means to
force their will upon others take the lead over the others and command
them.5

  
D. Miller, Political Philosophy. A Very Short Introduction (Oxford: Oxford
University Press 2003), p. 41.
5 C. Mosca, The Ruling Class, transl. Hannah D. Kahn (New York: McGraw
Hill Book Company 1989), p. 154.
4
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First of all, only those who have the means to reach the
electorate have the real chance to persuade it to vote for them
and, therefore, to take political seats. More specifically, the
capacity to fund the electoral campaign and the proximity to the
media already delimit the universe of potential candidates. And
this comes with a price: whoever is elected will have in mind,
once in office, the will/interest of those who financed and/or
disseminated his message, not of those who he represents.
6HFRQGO\VSHDNLQJRILQIRUPDO´SULPDULHVµ one must mention
the close relationship between the electoral system and the party
system and, hence, once again, the delimitation of the potential
candidate universe. On the other hand, it is still the party system
that generates the circularity of those in office. The practical
result is equivalent to aristocracy: there is no real democracy.
,W·VQRWMXVWHTXDOLW\WKDW·VPLVVLQJWKHUHLVQRUHDOIUHHGRPRI
choice too. At most, those represented have the capacity to block
the granting of representation powers (in case of 100%
abstention). But there is no real plurality of candidates to choose
from. Again, I agree with Mosca on this:
The political mandate has been likened to the power of attorney that is
familiar in private law. But in private relationships, delegations of powers
and capacities always presuppose that the principal has the broadest
freedom in choosing his representative. Now in practice, in popular
elections, that freedom of choice, though complete theoretically,
necessarily becomes null, not to say ludicrous.6

The existence of political parties is good evidence for the
existence of a de facto aristocracy, independent of the formal
system of government. Regular citizens do not stand a real
FKDQFH RI EHLQJ DW JRYHUQPHQW·V RIILFH XQOHVV WKH\ MRin some
  
6

Ibid., p. 154.
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SROLWLFDO SDUW\ /LEHUDO GHPRFUDF\ WKH VRUW RI ´UHSUHVHQWDWLYH
GHPRFUDF\µ PRGHOHG E\ WKH ´IRXQGLQJ IDWKHUV RI PRGHUQ
GHPRFUDF\µ LV LQ IDFW GLVJXLVHG DULVWRFUDF\ WKH ERXUJHRLV
aristocracy.7
And too the concept of elective system does not entail the
concept of representative democracy: it is possible for a system to
be elective in the context of representative aristocracy. Let us
  
Liberal representation is the bourgeois equivalent of the Hobbesian
representation: the former was thought by and for the bourgeoisie just as the
ODWWHUZDVWKRXJKWE\DQGIRUWKHQRELOLW\,Q+REEHV·VPRGHOWKHUHLVWUXO\QR
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ ´UHSUHVHQWDWLYHVµ DUH QRW OLPLWHG WR H[ercising political power
in the name of the people;; with the social contract, they become their holders.
The Hobbesian model is a mere theoretical artifice to further justify the old
aristocratic status quo. In the liberal model, elections play the same role the
social contract plays in the Hobbesian model, while the party system ensures
that only a privileged class of the people (the economic elites ² the
bourgeoisie) will really have political power (besides economic power).
Moreover, given this direct relationship between political and economic
power, this model stimulates the promiscuity between both. Rousseau strongly
RSSRVHGERWKNLQGVRI´UHSUHVHQWDWLYHGHPRFUDF\µDPRYHWKDWOHG0RVFDWR
call him the real parent of the doctrine of popular sovereignty. Van Reybrouck
beautifully describes the intrinsic connection between the rise of the
bourgeoisie and the implementation of the elective system: ´:H NQRZ ZHOO
enough that the upper bourgeoisie, which threw off the British and French
crowns in 1776 and 1789, fought for a republican form of government, but
whether it was devoted to the democratic variety of that form of government
LVRSHQWRTXHVWLRQ7KHUHDUHFHUWDLQO\SOHQW\RIUHIHUHQFHVWR¶WKHSHRSOH·WKH
revolutionaries repeatedly declaring that they believed the people were
VRYHUHLJQWKDWWKH1DWLRQVKRXOGEHVSHOWZLWKDFDSLWDO¶1·DQGWKDW¶:HWKH
3HRSOH· ZDV WKH VWDUW RI HYHU\WKLQJ %XW ZKHQ LW FDPH GRZQ WR LW WKH\
QHYHUWKHOHVV KDG D IDLUO\ HOLWLVW FRQFHSW RI ¶WKH SHRSOH· «  ,W VRRQ EHFDPH
clear in both countries that the republic the revolutionary leaders had in mind,
and to which they then gave shape, tended more to the aristocratic than the
democratic. Elections could help.µ'Van Reybrouck, Against Elections, pp. 5556.
7
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imagine that only a few own political power: if there is need that
even less exercise it, than those fewer can be selected by election.
If election is conceivable as a way of selecting political
representatives, then it is conceivable as a way of selecting the
representatives of those few who own political power.
II
Meritocracy and Aristocracy
Meritocracy without aristocracy
Now, I will focus on the second of those two identity
propositions: there is no identity (or any conceptual relation)
between meritocracy and aristocracy. This claim divides itself in
two more particular claims: iii) the concept of meritocracy does
not entail the concept of aristocracy;; iv) the concept of
aristocracy does not entail the concept of meritocracy.
Let us start with iii): it is (conceptually) possible for a system
to be meritocratic without it to be aristocratic.
First, when the competence or merit criteria is used to
DWWULEXWH WKH SROLWLFDOSRZHU·VRZQHUVKLS WKHRXWSXWPD\EHWKH
SHRSOH·V RZQHUVKLS WKDW ZDV LQGHHG 5RXVVHDX·V EHOLHI LQ The
Social Contract ² the general will is more competent to decide
about public affairs. This was the main reason that led him to
defend so ferociously direct democracy.8
Using VXFK D FULWHULRQ WR DWWULEXWH WKH SROLWLFDO SRZHU·V
ownership may also result in an aristocratic system, of course.
  

7KHSKUDVH¶DOOPHQNQRZZKDWLVEHVWIRUWKHPVHOYHV·LVDPELJXRXVEHWZHHQ
¶HYHU\PDQNQRZVZKDWLVEHVWIRUKLPVHOI·DQG¶WKHVHWRIDOOPHQNQRZVZKDW
LVEHVWIRULWVHOI·,EHOLHYH5RXVVHDXZDVQRWDZDUHRIWKLVDPELJXLW\
8
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7KDWZDV3ODWR·VSURMHFWLQThe Republic: only the few that are the
most competent to exercise political power are its holders. But
this is only a possibility: the meritocratic criteria does not entail
aristocracy.
Both Rousseau and Plato share one mistake, I think: they both
use the meritocratic criteria as an ownership criteria. But if one
says that only those who are competent should exercise political
power, one is using an exercise criteria, not an ownership criteria.
That the most competent to exercise political power, either all or
some, should exercise political power is, perhaps, trivially true;;
but that the most competent to exercise political power, either all
or some, should be the owners of political power is surely not
trivially true.
If Rousseau is right and the general will is more competent to
decide about public affairs, then all of us should exercise political
power, regardless of whether the ownership belongs to all or only
some. The following situation is then compatible with the
exercise of political power by all: a small aristocratic group grants
powers of representation to the competent general will. This
V\VWHP LV DULVWRFUDWLF UHJDUGLQJ RZQHUVKLS ¶DULVWRFUDWLF· LQ LWV
proper sense) and democratic regarding exercisH ¶GHPRFUDWLF·LQ
a non-proper sense).
If Plato is right and only few of us are competent to exercise
political power, then only those few should exercise political
power, regardless of whether the ownership belongs to all or only
some. The following situation is then compatible with the
exercise of political power by some: the people as a whole grants
powers of representation to a small group of competent
individuals. This system is democratic regarding ownership
¶GHPRFUDWLF· LQ LWV SURSHU VHQVH  DQG DUistocratic regarding
H[HUFLVH ¶DULVWRFUDWLF·LQDQRQ-proper sense).
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I was thinking in this last situation when I argued that
meritocracy does not entail aristocracy. Since the merit criteria
concerns the exercise of political power and the democratic
principle concerns its ownership, political representatives can be
selected according with their competence for the job and still be
representing the people, the holder of that power. Again, the
traditional distinction between ownership and exercise of political
power is decisive.
One could argue that when only a few exercise legislative
SRZHU WKHQ WKHUH LVQ·W UHDO GHPRFUDF\ %XW WKLV LV D FULWLTXH WR
representative democracy, not to the competence criteria. When
legislative representatives are selected by election, there are only a
few exercising legislative power: this would be aristocratic too. In
DQ\ FDVH ZH DUH WDONLQJ DERXW ¶GHPRFUDF\· DQG ¶DULVWRFUDF\· LQ D
non-proper way: LQ WKH VHQVH RI WKH ZRUG ¶GHPRFUDF\· WKDW
concerns exercise and not ownership, representative democracies
are not democratic (the power is not being exercised by the
people), unlike direct democracies.
One is used to associate meritocracy with aristocracy because
one is thinking of the meritocratic method as a method of
attributing the ownership of political power. Even though the
conceptual association is already illegitimate in this last case, once
the meritocratic method is thought as a method of selecting the
political representatives, the association becomes clearly over the
top.
This misconception is still found in 9DQ5H\EURXFN·V Against
Elections. The Case for Democracy. For instance, Van Reybrouck says
WKDW ´GHPRFUDF\ LV WKH OHDVW EDG RI DOO IRUPV RI JRYHUQPHQW
precisely because it attempts to find a healthy balance between
legitimacy and efficiency, resulting in criticism sometimes of one
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VLGH VRPHWLPHV RI WKH RWKHUµ9 DQG WKDW ´SROLWLFV LV PRUH WKDQ
VLPSO\ D PDWWHU RI JRRG JRYHUQPHQWµ VLQFH ´GHPRFUDF\ LV QRW
just government for the people but government by the people.µ10
The last two assertions are made in a particular context. Van
Reybrouck is presenting four diagnostic proposals for what is
going wrong in modern democracies. He thinks (and I agree with
him) that it is the fault of electoral-representative democracy. But
he distinguishes his diagnosis from another one, the technocratic
one: using 9DQ5H\EURXFN·Vtitle, ¶,W·VWKHIDXOWRIGHPRFUDF\The
diagnosis of the technocracy.·
But the two diagnostics are not incompatible: one can argue
LW·V the fault of electoral-representative democracy and give a
technocratic remedy. In fact, I will argue later on that, if one is
thinking in the exercise of political power, then politics is really
nothing more than simply a matter of good government: what
else could it be? Therefore, representative democracy is just
government for the people, and surely not government by the
people (although of the people). One can have maximum
efficiency with maximum legitimacy.
But let us agree that meritocracy does not entail aristocracy (in
the proper sense of the word) since it is a mode of selection
concerning the exercise of political power. Nevertheless, one may
argue, it still is an elitist system. However, this sentence can mean
two different things.
On one hand, it may mean that we are discriminating those
who are note wise from those who are. However, whenever there
is a selection, there is discrimination. Once again, that is not a
problem of the competence criteria but of representation. But,
  
9

D. Van Reybrouck Against Elections, p. 28.
Ibid., p. 34.

10
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since there is discrimination, it has to be made based on factors
relevant to the exercise of political power, such as competence.
Otherwise, there is inequality. Thus, in a meritocratic system,
there is discrimination, but a positive one and, as such, due.
On the other hand, it may mean that we are not letting
everybody running for office: one must fulfill some requirements.
But this is not a problem: the same holds true for all professions
and one does not say that they are elitist or anti-democratic (other
than a technical or intellectual sense).
Aristocracy without meritocracy
My last claim is that the concept of aristocracy does not entail
the concept of meritocracy: it is possible for a system to be
aristocratic without it to be meritocratic.
2Q RQH KDQG DOWKRXJK DWWULEXWLQJ WKH SROLWLFDO SRZHU·V
ownership to those who are more capable of exercising it would
be a straightforward solution, it can be attribute disregarding any
quality of the owners;; it can be attribute on the basis of numerical
identity (to a just for being a), for example;; even through
elections.
On the other hand, direct aristocracy is as conceivable as
direct democracy: in the absence of any method of selection of
representatives, the meritocratic method is not established.
Hence, such a system would be aristocratic without being
meritocratic. But even in a representative aristocracy,
representatives can be selected in other ways besides their merit:
they can be elected by those few who own the political power, for
instance.
In short. The characterization of a given organizational system
as a democratic representation is not related to the way in which
236
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the representatives are selected. The system is democratic if the
holder of the political power is the people: the characterizing
factor is the identity of the represented³and the people is not
less owner of political power if they do not choose their
representatives.
Conceptually, there are no reasons to exclude meritocracy
from democracy, namely, representative democracy. Neither
representative democracy is identical with elective system nor
meritocracy with aristocracy: a system of government can be both
democratic and non-elective, for example, meritocratic, and can
be both meritocratic and non-aristocratic, i.e., democratic. In
other words: there is nothing wrong with the concept of
meritocratic democracy.
III
Meritocratic Democracy and Division of Labor
The case for meritocracy
Since democracy is as compatible with meritocracy as with the
elective system, one must inquire which one of them (or another
method of selection of legislative representatives) should be
adopted by political institutions. I argue that meritocracy should
be the one. Two main arguments will be ahead presented.
I accept the traditional claim that the democratic system must
be established as a matter of principle (in order to respect the
autonomy of the common decision: what concerns the
community must be decided by the community) and not taking
into account its consequences, because I place the weighing of
consequences on the exercise of political power, not its
ownership.
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In Against Democracy, Brennan contests the traditional claim
that the democratic system must be established as a matter of
principle. In his words:
Others think we should value democracy the way we value a person, as an
end in itself. But as we saw over the past few chapters, arguments for these
FRQFOXVLRQV GRQ·W ZRUN 7KLV OHDYHV XV ZLWK D ILQDO RSWLRQ 3HUKDSV
GHPRFUDF\ LV YDOXDEOH WKH ZD\ D KDPPHU LV YDOXDEOH ,W·V nothing more
than a useful tool.11

Regarding the ownership of political power, I must agree with
Van Reybrouck that politics is more than simply a matter of good
government and that democracy is not just government for the
people. The ownership of political power has to do with
UHVSHFWLQJ WKH SHRSOH·V will while the exercise of political power
KDVWRGRZLWKUHVSHFWLQJWKHSHRSOH·Vinterest.
Views such as, as Van Reybrouck calls it, electoral
fundamentalism contests weighing of consequences at the level of
the exercise of political power: one may argue that the elective
system must be adopted just because it is the right one, even if
may not be the one that brings more benefits. According to Van
Reybrouck:
Electoral fundamentalism is an unshakeable belief in the idea that
democracy is inconceivable without elections and elections are a necessary
and fundamental precondition when speaking of democracy. Electoral
fundamentalists refuse to regard elections as a means of taking part in
democracy, seeing them instead as an end in themselves, as a holy doctrine
with an intrinsic, inalienable value.12

  

J. Brennan, Against Democracy (Princeton: Princeton University Press 2016),
p. 204.
12 D. Van Reybrouck Against Elections, p. 45.
11
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However, any method of selecting the representatives can only
be judged according to the consequences or the results since
individuals are being selected for a particular function: they are
not being selected just for the sake of selecting. What would
justify the intrinsic value of the elective system? Its intrinsic
democratic character? But we have already seen that such a
conceptual link does not exist.
So, why merit and not elections? My first argument is this.
Since the traditional critique of representative democracy
(namely, that the voters do not vote with the required knowledge
and rationality and that the elected representatives do not govern
with the required competence) is, indeed, a critique of the elective
system and since the cons of the elective system are the pros of a
meritocratic method of selection, than meritocracy is the method
that, by nature, satisfies such objections.
Two of the main sources of disappoint towards
(representative) democracy are really problems concerning the
elective system. Thus, the problem is not with (representative)
democracy but with the elective system. One of those problems
has to do with those who vote: they are not necessarily informed
and/or rational in their decisions. It may be the case that the
electorate meets those requirements: but this is not guaranteed by
the fact that those who are being represented are the ones who
select their representatives.
Brennan argues that he has an antidote to this problem. He
FDOOV LW ¶HSLVWRFUDF\· WKH YRWHUV DUH WKHPVHOYHV TXDOLILHG SHRSOH
Just those who know how to choose wisely our political
representatives are the ones who can vote. But since we are going
to impose competence requirements, why not do it with the
representatives themselves? It seems simpler to me. On the other
hand, why are not the qualified voters elected? Are not the
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reasons for defending the elective system for representatives the
same for voters?
The second main problem concerning the elective system has
to do with the representatives: they are not necessarily good for
the job. Of course, here too, it may be the case that, casually, one
is elected and competent for the position. But this is not
guaranteed by the selection mode in question;; it is accidental to it.
A third problem arises from the relationship between who
votes and who wants to be elected. This relationship is one of
persuasion and/or popularity: election is reduced to a
competition that is won by the force of publicity and rhetoric, not
by the force of rationality and dialectics.
The growing dissatisfaction of citizens is a result of the
growing perception of the defects pointed out. They are
GLVVDWLVILHG ZLWK WKH TXDOLW\ RI SROLWLFLDQV· work, they are
dissatisfied with political parties³independents and civic
PRYHPHQWV· SDUWLFLSDWLRQ LQ HOHFWLRQV LV EHFRPLQJ EDQDO³and
they are dissatisfied because they do not feel truly represented. I
think that citizens want to be represented but well represented.
The second argument in favor of meritocracy is inspired in the
¶DQDORJ\ZLWKWKHSURIHVVLRQVDUJXPHQW·IURP3ODWR·VThe Republic:
if there is not a voting process to select those who will cure
diseases, for example, being instead that job left to trained
professionals³who will secure that the job will be well done³,
ZK\QRWGRLQJWKHVDPHZKHQLWFRPHVWRJRYHUQPHQW",VQ·WWKDW
a job that, for its special importance to society, really requires
competence for its exercise?
Restricting the analogy to public professions, one may ask: if
access to common public office is made on the basis of the
satisfaction of competence requirements and not by election, is
there any reason the same should not occur regarding public
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office of government? If all public workers are selected via
competence, why are not political representatives selected in the
VDPHZD\",GRQ·WWKLQNWKHUHLVDGLIIHUHQFH
The argument can be reformulated as follows: if one can be a
legislator without fulfilling competency requirements, then one
can be a public doctor, teacher, police, etc., without fulfilling
competence requirements. Or, what is equivalent, if one cannot
be a public doctor, teacher, police, etc., without fulfilling
competency requirements, then one cannot be a legislator
without fulfilling competence requirements.
Philip Pettit, in Meritocratic Representation, sees two problems
with meritocracy as a method of selecting those in office. First of
all, I must emphasize that the author criticizes the meritocratic
method, not because of its inconceivability as a way of selecting
representatives in a democracy, but because of its drawbacks.
The first problem he sees relates to the claim that those in
office are, besides talented, virtuous. The ancient system of
examinations to the mandarinate, he says, may have worked well
as a way of selecting the talented and it could presumably be
UHVXUUHFWHGLQWRGD\·VZRUOGEXWLWLVQRWILWWRVHOHFWWKHYLUWXRXV
We will have to rely on a system that leaves room for more
personal assessments of the candidates and, therefore, for bias or
favor.
This problem, if it exists, is transversal to all public positions
that resort to the criterion of competence;; however, this is not a
sufficient reason to exchange such a method for elections, for
example: we are not willing to have elections to choose the public
health s\VWHP·VGRFWRUVDPRQJRWKHUV³that would be ridiculous.
And I'm not so sure that merit is a combination of talent and
virtue.
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The second problem he sees relates to the legitimacy of those
in office that are not actually meritorious (not suitably talented or
not suitably virtuous). Pettit thinks that it is important that
legitimacy should not be tied in this way to performance. But I
believe that this will only be a problem for those who, a priori, are
not willing to accept the criterion of competence. For those who
DUH WKHUH LVQ·W D SUREOHP LI those in office are not actually
meritorious, then they should leave the office.
Mutatis mutandis, the same holds true for the other modes of
selection, such as lot. Lot (or sortition) has one great advantage
over election: it is not so especially susceptible to corruption. But
better performance of functions is yet not guaranteed;; perhaps,
such a guarantee is lower.
The division between private and public labor
From this last argument in favor of meritocracy I will proceed
to another claim: there is a conceptual connection between
representative democracy and meritocracy. More specifically, I
argue that there is an identity relation between political (public, to
be more precise) representation and division between private and
public labor, which entails competence. This claim divides itself
in two more particular claims: v) the concept of political (public)
representation (and, hence, of representative democracy) entails
the concept of division between private and public labor;; vi) the
concept of division between private and public labor entails the
concept of political (public) representation.
If claim v) is true, then it is not just (conceptually) possible for
a representative democracy to be meritocratic: it is (conceptually)
necessary. Why? Because the concept of division of labor entails
the concept of competence, since labor is divided in order to
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maximize efficiency and quality in the performance of the social
activities and, for that, one needs to be competent.
, VXSSRUW FODLP Y  ZLWK WKH IROORZLQJ DUJXPHQW ¶SROLWLFDO
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ·PHDQV¶IHZHULQGLYLGXDOVWKDQWKHRZQHUVH[HUFLVH
SROLWLFDO SRZHU· LI WKH RZQHU RI SROLWLFDO SRZHU is the people,
then only a few individuals exercise political power;; now, those
representatives will exclusively exercise that public function and
the rest will exclusively dedicate to other activities, like their
private jobs;; therefore, the public labor of exercising political
power is separated from other kinds of labor, like private labor.
Supposing that the people is not the most competent entity to
exercise political power of which it is the holder, only some
individuals will exercise political power, and they will do so in the
context of division of labor, i.e., as specialists in this activity. In
.HOVHQ·V ZRUGV ´GLIIHUHQWLDWLRQ RI VRFLDO FRQGLWLRQV OHDGV WR D
division of labor not only in economic production but within the
domain of the creation of law as well.µ13 So, if the argument is
valid and the premises true, which I think they are, then
representative democracy entails meritocratic.
One has to ask the fundamental question: why is there political
representation? The most common answer is this: in large and
complex societies such as the present, direct democracy is
impracticable. But the technological means at our disposal would
already allow us to get around this obstacle. Besides that, small
groups do not abandon the use of representation mechanisms.
My answer is another one: the reason for having political
representation is the division of labor, namely, between private
and public labor.
  

H. Kelsen, General Theory of Law and State, trans. Anders Wedberg,
(Cambridge (MA): Harvard University Press 1949), p. 289.
13
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, VXSSRUW FODLP YL  ZLWK WKH IROORZLQJ DUJXPHQW ¶division
between private and public labor·PHDQV¶QRWDOOLQGLYLGXDOVFDUU\
RXWSULYDWH DFWLYLWLHVQRU SXEOLFDFWLYLWLHV·QRZOHWXVUHVWULFWWR
political activity, i.e., to the exercise of political power;; therefore,
only some individuals exercise political power, which belong to
all in a democratic system.
Since the concept of division between private and public labor
entails the concept of political (public) representation, there is
more than a mere analogy between political representatives and
public servants: political representation is just a particular case of
public representation.
As Pitkin points out in The Concept of Representation, in the sense
RI ¶UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ· DGYDQFHG E\ WKH Organschaft authors (namely,
Weber, Gierke and Jellinek), any person who performs a function
in the name of the group can be seen as its representative.14 An
RIILFLDODUHSUHVHQWDWLYHLVWKHVSHFLDOL]HG´RUJDQµRIDJURXS$OO
government officials, all organs of the state, are representatives
(both the postmen and the ambassadors represent the people),
and representation is necessary in any complex society. Thus,
representatives defined in this manner need not be elected to
office: the manner of their selection is irrelevant so long as they
became organs of the group.
Hence, a meritocratic method of selection is already the
adopted one when it comes to selecting public officers, such as
public professors and public doctors. The same must be done
when it comes to the exercise of political power: for the sake of
consistency, political representatives must be selected according
with the same criteria other public representatives are.
  

H. Pitkin, The Concept of Representation (Berkeley: University of California
Press 1967).
14
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In conclusion: political activity must be carried out by
specialists and according to the same professional and
deontological criteria as in all public activities. Those who
perform public activities on behalf of the people must be
selected in the same way, i.e., according to the criterion of
competence. Political representatives are the experts to
whom we leave the exercise of political power.
The reason for political representation is, on the one
hand, the fact that most citizens are unavailable to exercise
their part of the political power, because they have
specialized in any other activity (usually private), and, on the
other hand, the fact that exclusive dedication to political
activity by certain individuals warrants the best results in
that activity.
Rousseau had already seen this conceptual link between
political representation and division of labor: his disapproval
of public representation was linked with his disapproval of
division between private and public labor, and he
disapproved that for the reason that the people is the most
competent entity to decide about public affairs. In
5RXVVHDX·V YLHZ as soon as public service ceases to be the
main task of citizens and they prefer to serve with money
instead of serving with their person, the state is already
close to ruin.
If they have to fight, they pay troops and stay home and,
if they have to go to the council, they appoint deputies and
stay at home: by force of laziness and money, says Rousseau,
they finally have soldiers to subdue their homeland and
representatives to sell it. Rousseau sees no legitimate reason
for political representation or, which is the same, for giving
up public service. Had he not had insisted that the general
will is the most competent to decide on public affairs, I
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think he would assert something very similar to what I have
asserted.
University of Lisbon
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